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 Nailepu Girls’ Empowerment aimed to create a safe space and secure learning environment for 
girls from the Maasai Community and other vulnerable groups, promoting peace in the community 
through empowering girls and women. 
 
 Working with the funds from the Davis project for peace greatly impacted the community for two 
months without other companies or well-wishers chipping in to fund my project. After the whole project 
process, three girls from Nailepu Girls’ Empowerment got help from Mara Fairmont to cover their school 
fees and continue their college studies. 
 

Running the project in my community was a long-ago idea that came through after being awarded 
the Davis peace grant. I feel to have some light of making it alive forever. 

 
 Nailepu Girls’ worked on two critical areas that affected my community and had it ranked 
worldwide for Early Childhood marriages, FGM acts and having addressed all this to parents and youths, 
the points of fighting the two aspects were proof perfect and precise. Being one of the lucky girls in my 
community who attend school to the level I am now and have learned a lot from being exposed, I always 
feel encouraged to make a difference in my community. 
 
 I choose to host part of my project at Ngoregore, away from my village but in the same county. 
My hometown could not support part of my project because of the unavailability of resources like 
Electricity, the Internet, and poor infrastructure, making it difficult to have a successful program. Working 
in a new place was tricky. Everyone was curious about what we were doing in the new apartment. It took 
us much time to fight against their resistance and get along. 
 
 Communicating with parents and students was hard before settling in. Some of the parents were 
not easy to convince, and some students did not get interested in joining the program. In addition, 
coordinating with my team, parents, and students was sometimes tricky due to a lack of good 
communication; most of them didn’t have phones and were sometimes credited to call or text me back.  
 
 Peace is a state where people come together without war, conflict, or disturbances. Reconciling 
families was a great way Nailepu Girls’ Empowerment contributed to peace promotion. Fighting against 
FGM and Early marriages, many girls are chased out of their families, leaving them traumatized young. 
Working with parents and girls helped in building the parent-child relationship. 
 
 
 Short terms 

• Reconciling Families 
• Helping girls overcome depression and traumatization 
• Saving young girls from Early Childhood marriages and FGM 

 
Long terms 

• Create a safe space and secure learning environment for girls in the community 
• End Early Childhood marriages and FGM in the community 
• Create a network of mentors and change agents from within the community 
• Engaging the community in peace campaigns, Women and girls campaign rallies 

 



 
Before I realized that strength was empowering and mentoring the women in the community, I felt 

no confidence sharing my idea with anyone because I was scared of being misunderstood and criticized. 
However, after sharing my view, I got much support from around the community. My opinions of the world 
are that no one is ever wrong; we are scared to make outstanding achievements because of how people 
judge us through our mistakes and backgrounds. It’s OK to be misunderstood; everyone cannot 
understand you because everyone sees things differently. The world is full of excellent and supportive 
people; if we all come together and share our different ideas, then we should be able to know the real 
world. 

 
 

Project Quote 
 

Breaking Barriers: One girl at a time 
 
The above quote was from the Project Founder, Diana Naiyanoi Kimojino. 


